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From the President:  

I am so thankful that the Board and all of the Members have responded so well to the challenges we have seen 
this year. I think we all know now how difficult it can be to remember social distance and to ensure we keep 
surfaces and hands clean and sanitized. Touching our faces is a hard habit to break. I believe members can also 
appreciate the slow and measured changes to our club guidelines this spring. They have been slowly adjusted to 
allow some of our more normal behavior, while still following state guidelines. We can only hope that it won't be 
necessary to take a step backwards. I think we can thank these club guidelines and the cooperation of our 
members for keeping us all safe so far. 

One thing we know, everything will continue to change through this pandemic. Please stay abreast of the latest 
club guidelines as they are adjusted so that we can all work together to keep Bare Mountain safe and sound. 

Ron W  

Land  

A lot of projects going on at the mountain: Larry is working on the west gate which has new opener and 
gate; Jim L & Jay J have been working for 2 weeks on our new clubhouse deck, they would like to thank Gail, 
John, Christian, and Joan for jumping in when they could help; Ken H reworked the roads, maked the 
parking, brought up supplies for the deck and now working on Russ and Kathy’s water problem. Ken H 
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Pool 

The pool is open and warm and here is a reminder of pool rules:  

 Pool area is limited to 50 people. 

If you have been around the pool for a period of time, let someone else use your chair or lounger after you clean 
the cleaners provided. 
  
Pool will be limited to 10 people, which does allow for 5 per team if playing volleyball. 
  
Remember some people just want to swim or lounge in the pool for a half hour too. Of course we are all hoping 
for NO more raining weekends so we can fire up the fixed pool for use! 

Activites 

We would like to let our members know that the first activity of the year will be the 4th of July. 

July 4 

11am  Activities will begin with an ATV parade (which means decorate your buggy) 

12-1:30 BBQ, consisting of hamburgers, hotdogs, condiments, chips, dessert provided by the club. 
Bring your own beverage of choice. 

 During the day: Volleyball/croquet tournament the hopefully a fire (at least a gathering if too hot) on the 
common grounds to end the day’s events. 

 Sign up for the croquet tournament any time before 1:00 pm with Ann B. 

 Due to the virus there will be special rules for distancing and hygiene. 

 July 5 

2pm Board meeting on the common grounds 

 July 11th 

 10am General meeting along with the International Skinny Dip Day. 

  AANR Skinny Dip to follow 
The board is making an exception for how many people are allowed in the pool for the Skinny 
Dip only. 
Masks and distancing will be required during the swim. 

Contest and prize for the best mask at the swim. After the Skinny Dip bring your own picnic lunch to 
enjoy, then we will have a day of water volleyball (limited players on both sides), of course weather 
permitting. 
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Turkey Fun with “Mr. T” 

       

 

Snow in June!!!! 

  

Thank you Larry H for all the pictures - they are great. 
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Now for the latest improvement to the common grounds……. 
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